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Topicality of the scientific research project: Tendencies of globalization 

demand unification of the international tourism legislation with the national one; 

bringing them to standard requirements and accordingly the problem of 

modernization and the institutional legal mechanism of formation and 

implementation of national tourist police becomes essential. Thereby new 

socioeconomic conditions of current transformational processes inside the Russian 

society from the one hand, and global up-to-dateness challenges from the other 

hand, must provide a steady development of tourist industry in a long-term 

perspective, realization of national interests in tourist business, which is possible in 

modernization of the existing state tourist police into the national one. 

Aim of the scientific research project (master’s thesis): development of the 

ways to perfect the mechanism of formation and implementation of tourist police 

normative legal and institutional aspects on the basis of international and Russian 

legislation, taking into consideration the tendencies of institutionalization which 

are being formed. 

To achieve this goal in the given scientific research project the following 

tasks are set: 

- to study the necessity and highlight preconditions of implementation 

of national police in the sphere of tourism; 

- to give a definition of the term “tourist police” and characterize basic 

parts of the mechanism of its formation and implementation; 



- to study peculiarities and influence of the international legislation on 

national tourist police; 

- to define modernization possibilities of national legal base according 

to global trends of tourist police; 

- to carry out a research of foreign experience of institutional provision 

of formation and realization of national tourist police; 

- to give vouch for basic constituents of the Russian Federation national 

politics in tourism core business dimensions; 

- to develop recommendations, directed on improvement of the 

mechanism of formation and realization of state politics in the sphere of tourism; 

- to define possibilities of implementing tourist police force as an 

establishment of national tourist police realization. 

Current hypothesis is based on the fact that modern tendencies are directed 

on considering tourism as an across-the-board phenomenon, which on the one 

hand, demands its organization and functioning according to a common standard 

and expects unification of tourist legislation of different countries, and on the other 

hand – preservation of national peculiarities and attractiveness of a certain country. 

The given actions can be brought to life within national tourist police, which 

takes into account interests of all constituents of tourist activity, and also 

modernization of institutional legal mechanism of its formation and realization.  

Scientific novelty is in the theoretical objectivation of the essence of 

national tourist police, development of complex approach to modernization of its 

institutional legal mechanism of formation and realization, and also in offering of 

social body implementation, tourist police force as one of the tools of national 

tourist police realization. 

Theoretical significance is in generalization and expansion of theoretical 

knowledge regarding national tourist police; attempt to fulfill the complex 

approach to sort out the ways of improvement of the mechanism of its formation 

and realization. In this scientific research project theoretical foundation of the 

terms “national tourist police” and “mechanism of national tourist police” are 



revealed, presumptive analysis of international and Russian regulatory-legal acts in 

tourist business is carried out, experience of tourist activity institutionalization is 

generalized both abroad and in Russia. 

Practical significance is that the results of the research can be used in 

public authorities activity of different levels, public institutions, acting in the 

sphere of tourism, in the frame of regulatory-legal act arrangement, special-

purpose programs, directed on regulation in tourist business. The ways of 

improvement of the mechanism of formation and realization of national tourist 

police offered in this scientific research project, have overall character and allow 

involving the recourse of all the constituents of tourist activity. 

Main results of the research: 

National tourist police supposes actualization of state tourist police taking 

into account national interests and represents a system of continuous cooperation 

of the authority and commercial organizations acting in this sphere and other 

constituents of tourist activity, based on their mutual responsibility for on going 

and steady development of tourism and directed on satisfaction of national and 

personal interests and public necessities in this sphere.  

Top-priority issues in national tourist police are support and development of 

domestic, entrance, social and makeshift tourism. As main constituents of national 

tourist police we should point out the state, business and people, who manifest 

their own interests. 

Under the mechanism of formation and realization of national tourist police 

we understand a complex of principles, methods (tools) and processes of formation 

and realization of national tourist police, representing wholeness. In the structural 

norms, principles, human and other recourses, processes, procedures and 

appropriate technologies (evaluation, coordination of technologies, forecasting) 

and others are referred to the elements of national tourist police. 

Recommendations: 

Among the ways o modernize the mechanism of formation and realization of 

national tourist police the following issues can be brought out: 



- active use of the goal-setting method (formation of integral goal-

setting basis); 

- development of “tourist consciousness” (formation of needs in tourism 

and leisure demand stimulation on tours, rationalization of the structure of citizens’ 

free time); 

- implementation of the system of risk management (risk inventorying; 

risk evaluation; development of arrangements to reduce risks); 

- modernization of strategic planning system, implementation of the 

mechanism of competitive assignment of limited budget resources within 

development of tourism in lower organizations; 

- development of the range of state services in the sphere of tourism; 

- improvement of intergovernmental interaction with government 

authorities dealing with the problems of development of culture, education, 

science, etc. 

- implementation of monitoring system of tourist industry contribution 

into socio-economical development of Russia, and also defining of order and forms 

of informing of bodies involved and the public about the results of monitoring; 

- development of specialized body under the Ministry of Home Affairs 

of the Russian Federation under the headline “tourist police force” which main task 

will be crime prevention including cause and condition eliminating, promoting 

further offences on the premises of tourist centers.   

 


